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Abstract
Micro- and radioanalytical methods were developed for the examination of hot particles
originating from the primary circuit of NPP Paks.
Fuel fragments originating from the primary water and from incidentally contaminated
water were examined by autoradiography, SEM-EDX and by alpha-spectrometry. According
to the measured transuranium ratios the burnup of these particles was estimated. The
examination of individual hot particles collected from the primary water enables a more
effective investigation of the fuel failures. The study of particles from incidentally damaged
fuels shows that high burnup particles from the “rim” layer were also released.
The methods were adopted for examination of hot particles originating from environmental
samples.

Background of the research
In nuclear incidents (like power plant accidents, weapon tests) a significant part of the
released radioactivity appears bound to material particles having inhomogeneous distribution.
These so called hot particles carry information characteristic to the source of their release.
From the aspect of the hot particles propagation and dosimetrical effect the radiochemical and
elemental composition, the size and morphology of the particle is also decisive.
Most of the papers available in the literature deal with the examination and
characterization of environmental hot particles, even though in several cases hot particles can
be found in samples from power plants as well. Hot particles found in samples from power
plants also carry valuable information on their source of release.
Regular examinations on the state of the fuel elements of NPP Paks have started at the
Institute of Nuclear Techniques of the Budapest University of Technology and Economics
years ago. The state of the fuel elements is studied by analyzing samples obtained from the
primary coolant of NPP Paks. The increase of the activity concentration of fission products
and transuranium isotopes implies fuel failures. By the analytical examination of the samples
using gamma- beta- and alpha spectroscopy and by measuring the activities of iodine, cesium,
strontium and transuranium isotopes the number, average burnup, and size of the failures
(micro- or macro failure) of the failed fuel elements can be estimated. From fuel elements
having macro failures not only volatile fission products, but also micro fuel element
fragments can be released into the coolant. By finding and analyzing these fuel element
fragments the presence of macro-failure in the power plant can be detected. The
characterization and microanalytical examination of these particles from the primary coolant
makes it possible to the examination and identification of several failed fuel elements
simultaneously. From the isotope-composition and the activity ratios of certain nuclides in the
individual particles the physical attributes of the failed fuel element (e.g. burnup) can be
estimated, what can be important for the localization and identification of the fuel element in
the reactor core.
Unfortunately, examining failed fuel elements might not only be necessary during
normal operating conditions. In April 2003 at Unit 2 of NPP Paks a serious incident (level 3
according to the INES scale) took place. The incident happened during a fuel assembly
cleaning process resulting in the contamination of cca. 800m3 of water. Due to a design error
the cooling was insufficient during the cleaning process, and thermal shock caused by the
subsequent flooding damaged the fuel assemblies, contaminating auxiliary pit, as well as the
connected spent fuel storage pool and the reactor pond of Unit 2. In addition to the volatile
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fission products (85Kr, 131I) non-volatile fission products (141Ce, 144Ce, 140Ba, 140La) and
uranium and transuranium isotopes were also released into the coolant. A part of this released
activity was in soluble, the other part in particle form.

Goals
My aim was to develop a complex micro- and radioanalytical procedure suitable for
examining individual (hot) particles separated from the primary coolant of the units of NPP
Paks. I wanted to identify the high-activity particles found in the primary coolant so that after
separation I could examine the morphology, elemental and radiochemical composition of the
individual particles. I especially focused on the radiochemical and alpha-spectrometric
examinations, since I wanted to determine the burnup of the individual particles by measuring
the ratios of transuranium isotopes found in the particles. My main aim with the examination
of the samples obtained during normal operating conditions (reactor shutdown) was the
examination of the possible presence of failed fuel elements in the reactor core.
A further goal was to demonstrate that the complex procedure developed is suitable
also for studying hot particles obtained from other sources (environmental samples) as well,
so during my work I also wanted to analyze environmental samples if possible.
Because of the April 2003 incident I have adopted the developed particle analyzing
procedure not only for hot particles found in environmental samples, but also for particles
released in the incident. By characterizing these particles and estimating their burnup I wished
to collect information on the fuel elements damaged in the storage pool.

Examination methods
I have developed a procedure for the film autoradiographic inspection of the particles,
their localization and their separation for subsequent micro- and radioanalytical examinations.
I have thoroughly tested the applicability of a photographic film (Fortepan 100, a black and
white film previously not used for autoradiography) for autoradiography and performed
calibration measurements. The cooperation with KFKI AEKI enabled the study of clusters of
particles by scanning electron microscopy, the examination of the size and morphology of the
particles and the determination of their elemental composition (the amount of corrosion
products) 1. The non-destructive examinations were followed by the radioanalytical analysis. I
have developed or adapted a method for the alpha-spectrometric examination of individual
particles suitable for determining the activity of Pu, Am, Cm, and U isotopes after a
radiochemical separation procedure. The results of the alpha-spectrometry had a crucial role,
since the activity ratios of the transuranium isotopes are related to the burnup of the fuel
elements.
I have successfully applied the developed methods for examining particles obtained by
filtering the primary coolant of Unit 3 of NPP Paks and for hot particles found in samples
contaminated because of the 2003 incident. I have studied the homogeneity of the distribution
of the particles, the change of the activity of solutions and filters, and by determining the
burnup of the individual particles I made deductions on the dissolution of the particles.
I have demonstrated that using the methods for analyzing samples from power plants
relatively low-activity hot particles found in environmental samples can also be examined and
valuable, new information can be obtained even today about hot particles released during the
1
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Chernobyl accident, or even about rocks containing high natural radioactivity (e.g. monasite
sand) that can be found in certain areas of the environment.

New scientific results
My new results related to my PhD work are summarized in the following theses
points:

1.

I have developed a complex micro- and radioanalytical procedure for the
comprehensive analysis of radioactive particles, that after an optional
preliminary separation encompasses the secure fixation of hot particles; the
localization of particles (or clusters of particles) using film
autoradiography; separation of the area of the samples containing particles,
as well as non-destructive (using scanning electron microscopy, direct
alpha- and gamma-measurements) and destructive (alpha-spectrometry)
measurements. [1], [2], [3], [5], [6], [10], [12], [13], [14]

2.

I have developed a reliable, reproducible film autography method for
determining the spatial distribution of individual radioactive particles. I
have solved the reliable fixation of the particles. During the calibration, I
have selected the most suitable film for the autoradiography based on
sensitivity measurements and determined its sensitivity to the alpha- and
beta-radiation. For the evaluation of the autoradiographic images I have
developed an image processing method capable of measuring the
blackening of the film, as well as the classification and enumeration of the
particles based on their size. [2], [6]

3.

Using the above methods, I have examined individual hot particles and
particle clusters separated from the primary coolant during normal
operating conditions for the more efficient inspection of fuel-failures. I
have demonstrated that such samples contain both corrosion elements and
transuranium isotopes. I have shown that based on the activity ratios of
transuranium isotopes determined by alpha-spectrometry the burnup of the
individual hot particles can be estimated. I have demonstrated that the
burnups of the particles are different, they differ from both the values
estimated from the activity measurements of water samples, both the
theoretically calculated burnup values. I have proved that the burnup of the
particles is related to the local burnup of the failed fuel elements. [1], [3],
[6], [10], [13], [14]

4.

I have shown that it is possible to examine hot particles released in the
incident at NPP Paks using the methods developed for particles originating
from the primary coolant, and have proved that the damaged fuel elements
can be characterized based on the examinations. About the particles from
the incident I have shown, that:
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5.

The number of particles per unit volume in the water samples related to the
incident was higher by 3 magnitudes compared to the samples from normal
operating conditions.
Compared to the samples from normal operation, the particles contained a
higher amount of transuranium isotopes, the ratio of corrosion particles was
lower, and the activity of Cm isotopes in the particles was exceptionally
high. The exceptionally high Cm activities measured in the particles can be
explained with the preferred sorption of the Cm.
The burnup of the particles from the incident in many cases significantly
exceeded both the burnup values estimated from water sample
measurements and the values expected from theoretical calculations. From
these results I have concluded that the particles with outstandingly high
burnup values most probably originated from the exceptionally highburnup rim-layers of the fuel pellets. [1], [3], [7], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13],
[14]
I have proved that the developed methods are suitable for analyzing not
only hot particles originating from power plants, but also particles found in
environmental samples. I have shown that antropogenous contamination in
particle form can be found also in environmental samples having low
average activity. The origin of these particles can be estimated based on the
release values of the Chernobyl accident. Using the complex method I have
shown that the monazite sand containing natural activity in particle form,
the high Th content is coupled with high U content. [2], [4], [5], [8]

Utilization of results
There are many ways to utilize and improve the results, further examination methods
could be adapted to examine the particles, the methods currently used could be improved, or
they can be adapted to examine other types of particles. The results of the particle analysis can
be used as input data for dosimetric calculations, utilized in the evaluation of the general
condition of fuel elements, or the study of the 2003 incident. By improving certain
examination methods the corrosion procedures of the structure elements in the reactor core
could also be studied.
Using the developed particle identification and separation method samples can be
made also for other microanalytical measurements, for example synchroton-beam (µXANES) analysis for determining the oxidation state of elements (Pu, U) found in the
particles. The examinations of a few samples obtained form the incident have already
demonstrated the combined applicability of these methods2.
The developed autoradiographic method for particle separation could be made more
accurate by using a micro-manipulator particle separation system. This would also make the
possible synchroton-beam examinations more economic.
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